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Acronyms
AAA 		

–

Action Against Alcohol

CHS 		

–

Core Humanitarian Standards

WASH

–

Water Hygiene and Sanitation

SNE 		

–

Special Needs Education

SDGs 		

–

Sustainable Development Goals

NGOs

–

Non-Governmental Organisation

TACT 		

–
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PAG 		

–
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–
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–
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–
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–
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Who we are:
International Aid Services (IAS) is an International Non-Governmental Organization (INGO) abiding
by Christian values. Founded in 1989 with the purpose of assisting conflict affected populations in
South Sudan, IAS now runs programs in over 10 countries primarily in the Horn of Africa /Eastern
Africa. The program countries are supported by a member Alliance of 8 offices; 4 in Europe and 4
in the United States. The Alliance Head Office is located in Stockholm, Sweden.
Historically, IAS has been regarded mainly as a humanitarian actor. However, through the years and
with the expansion of the organization, geographically and into new thematic areas, IAS is presently
also engaged in full development spectrum in addition to emergency relief. Often, these programs
can run simultaneously in any given region; particularly in complex and/or protracted conflict and
fragile situations which tend to be the nature of most contexts where IAS is operating.

Vision:
A godly transformed society

Mission:

leadership. We invest in leaders and train them
to realize their full potential as well as giving
them tools and opportunities to be effective
leaders. We believe healthy leaders produce
healthy communities.

Save lives, promote self-reliance and dignity
through human transformation going beyond
relief and development.

Empathy (Compassion): We show
compassion to a hurting and broken world –
feeling the feelings and emotions of others and
being motivated to act.

Our Core Values

Equality: We believe in treating all people
as we would like to be treated. We believe that
people will feel valued and appreciated when we
regard them with dignity and respect.

Missions: Our biblical understanding of

missions motivates everything we do. The
unreached and under-privileged people’s groups
is our major focus in spreading the good news.

Integrity: We believe that integrity is the

foundation of our Christian character. Character
is not inherited but is built daily by the way one
thinks and acts, thought by thought, action by
action.
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Relational Leadership and Team
Work: We believe in a team-based approach to

Our Standards
AAs means of codifying our core values and
practically embracing them throughout our
organization we are an active member of a
number of quality initiatives. IAS is one of the
founding members of the Core Humanitarian
Standards (CHS) alliance. The CHS alliance

leads and facilitates the development, promotion
and maintenance of the Core Humanitarian
Standard on Quality and Accountability.
The CHS sets out nine commitments that
organizations and individuals involved in
humanitarian response can use to improve the
quality and effectiveness of the assistance they
provide. IAS abides by SPHERE standards and
are a signatory to the International Committee
of the Red Cross and Red Crescent Code of
Conduct. All our humanitarian projects are
guided by the four core humanitarian principles
of humanity, impartiality, neutrality and independence
and in line with our Humanitarian Strategy.

International Aid Services in Uganda
IAS in Uganda implements both development
and humanitarian projects. For the development
arm IAS implements an Integrated Community
Empowerment Program covering Water,
Hygiene and Sanitation (WASH), Food Security
& Livelihoods, Education and Capacity Building
Components in the districts of Pader, Agago
and Abim. Special focus is laid on women and
the girl-child empowerment, Action Against
Alcohol- Prevention and advocacy for regulation,
Special Needs Education (SNE) and livelihood
enhancement. In Arua and Kikuube districts,
IAS implements humanitarian projects handling
mainly WASH and Protection, integrated with
resilience components focusing on livelihood
among the refugees and host populations.

Address/Location
International Aid Services (IAS) - Uganda Program
National office: Kampala
Ntinda Road, Plot 49, Apartment A3
P.O. Box 7549, Kampala
Tel: +256 392 000 532
Email: ias-kampala@ias-intl.org

Program offices:
Abim District
Christian Development Services (CDS) Compound, Kotido Road
Abim Town Council
Pader /Agago District
International Aid Services Pader office
Plot 67, Oryem Bosco Road
Pader Town Council
Arua District
Yoro Base Camp- Rhino Camp, Arua
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Preface

International Aid Services
is happy to share with you
all her 2nd report “The
Journey 2”. In our first report
“The Journey” we shared an
account of the successes and
lessons learnt from Action
Against Alcohol (AAA); an
intervention that seeks to
address alcohol harm through
prevention and advocacy
which was launched in 2011.
Determination
propelled
us through when we found
ourselves in unchartered
waters as an organization.
Even though we could not
foresee the success we see
today, we embarked on AAA
intervention. Aware of the
said benefits of both dealing
with and consuming alcohol,
IAS engaged communities in
dialogues on the “bittersweet
of alcohol’. This enabled
the women and later men,
to articulate not only the
benefits but also the harm
related to alcohol misuse.
Through engagement with
the women, we heard of the
many untold stories arising
from alcohol misuse; ranging
from child-neglect, genderbased-violence, unsustainable
livelihoods amidst biting
poverty let alone women
shouldering the role of family
headship.
We hadn’t seen anything yet,
so to speak, until we learnt
that in Abim district women
indulged more in alcohol
consumption than men;
resulting into family neglect.
This and many other aspects
led IAS to making Action
Against Alcohol one of her
key cross-cutting components
in her interventions to reduce

alcohol related harm among
the communities
Since 2014 to date a lot has
happened, IAS relentlessly
continues to keep abreast with
the new developments and
challenges in the bid to win
both the war and the battle
against this vice. Follow-up
has been made with some of
the lead personalities in our
first report “The Journey”
to verify whether the change
reported then was lasting
or there have been relapses.
“The Journey 2” is a recount
of the many joys we shared
with various persons as we
heard and witnessed their
determination to exchange
alcohol for an honorable
and rewarding life of dignity
and respect from spouses,
children and the community
at large.
IAS doesn’t only pride in
the successes achieved at
community level but most
importantly, motivated to
empower various stakeholders
to take on the mantle. Today,
the young girls and childmothers in Pader and Agago
districts, under the GirlsEmpowerment
Program
code-named “Bonga” have
become such a formidable
force at community level,
engaging in sensitization
campaigns on dangers of
alcohol abuse. Through
music, dance and drama,
the young mothers and girls
share their experiences with
alcohol and how they have
managed to win this war
against alcohol. The church
leaders, Local Councilors
and Opinion Leaders are on

board in many areas. By-laws in some
Sub-Counties have been enacted although
some still struggle. International Aid
Services-Uganda continues to support
such efforts at the local, national and
international levels to ensure that this
vice is combated through prevention and
advocacy for regulations.
It is important to note that alcohol is a
major hindrance to efforts to register
self-reliance and dignity in the bid to
contribute to the attainment of at least 13
out of the 17 Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) and Agenda 2030. If all
are involved and committed to “Leaving
No Body Behind”, then the regulation
of alcohol industry at the national level is
critical even as we advocate for behavioral
change. Otherwise, women, children
in general and men in some circles will
unfortunately be left behind. Even as
IAS celebrates the baby-steps in the fight
against alcohol abuse, a lot still needs to
be done. This is an urgent call for all to
take Action Against Alcohol abuse at all
levels.
Juliet Namukasa
Country Director
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1. An Extra Mile to Redeem Communities!

Obalim Godfrey
I joined IAS in 2012 as a volunteer and in 2013
I was confirmed as a full time employee taking
up the position of a Community Development
Officer (CDO) in Agago district. I want to say
that working with IAS taught me the benefit of
going an extra mile to achieve the set goals and
objectives of the organization.
In 2015, I was transferred from Pader to Abim
field office where we had a pilot project; Action
Against Alcohol. During project sensitization
meetings, I realized that for transformation to
take place, one needs to go beyond the confines
of the job description. This required dedicating
extra time to visiting, sharing and supporting the
alcohol affected families psychologically. I also
realized that community sensitizations alone
would not yield a lasting impact in the lives of
people because some feared to openly share
their most sensitive life experiences.
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Sometimes I engaged women and men separately
to get a deeper understanding of “why the abuse
of alcohol”. In schools I talked to teachers
about family matters and how alcohol abuse
affected their intimacy. Men and women shared
their frustrations and luck of sexual fulfillment
due to alcohol abuse. Although sexual matters
are a private subject especially in our cultures,
my close engagements and interactions opened
for me a gateway to their hearts. I became a
common visitor and child of these communities.
We have cultivated such a strong relationship
and bond; I am fondly referred to as Goddie
among the communities. During a monitoring
visit, my supervisors were amazed at the chants
and praises from the communities in honor of
me; ‘We are thankful to Goddie for the visits he
makes to our homes and talks to us’. The secret
here is the extra time and interest I have for these
communities.
Today I see transformation in families compared
to our first intervention in 2015 in Abim
district. Back then communities would restrain
from sharing anything about alcohol because
they considered it as a normal thing. Like IAS
mission statement puts it; “saving lives……..going
beyond………”, an extra mile yields an extra fruit.
Community transformation requires an extra
everything; time, commitment, engagement and
interest in the people so as to achieve a desired
impact.

As was narrated by Obalim Godfrey, IAS
Community Development Officer in charge of
Alerek Sub County, Abim district

2. A Choice of “no alcohol abuse” was an
Opening for Transformation
It is another day in the field and this time
IAS is in Loi village in Adilanga Sub
County. So much has changed since 2008
when IAS first stepped foot in this village.
But more so since 2010 when IAS walked
out in protest and gave no more support
to the alcohol-stricken community.
Nothing seemed to yield results in this
village; people would be intoxicated from
morning hence not effectively engaging
in any productive venture. Aware that
they were responsible for the fallout with
IAS, the community members of Loi
made a resolve to change. In 2012, IAS
resumed her operations in Loi and today

there is a transformational story as told
by members as Loi Community.
It is important to note that when
IAS prematurely exited Loi village
but continued with operations in the
neighboring villages, the people in
Loi village were greatly hit. Soon they
realized that their lack of cooperation
fuelled by alcohol abuse was the major
reason for IAS’ departure. They sat
and discussed amongst themselves,
agreed on the way forward; chose to
reduce alcohol misuse and engage
in agriculture and other economic
ventures.

Akera Bosco, IAS staff in charge of Adilanga Sub County sharing a moment with
Mr. Obang Largo the chairman LC I LOi village.
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The reduction in the consumption of alcohol has
made my work as a leader very easy. My people
are united and are focused on developing their
households. Even domestic violence that used
to be rampant has tremendously reduced. You
cannot believe that the last domestic violence
case reported to me was in 2015 and yet such
cases would come to me almost daily. The rate
of alcohol misuse has completely reduced as a
result of the teachings that IAS gave us. I am

aware that Agago district council resolved to ban
the local alcohol (Lira Lira) but even the demand
for alcohol in sachets has sharply reduced
and my village members are concentrating on
agriculture. Parents now support their children
in school. What we have achieved together with
IAS is great and has made my leadership easy,
submitted a fulfilled Largo.

Largo and his wife returning home after a day’s work in the garden
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Olum Peter Francis, a community volunteer and
opinion leader narrates;
IAS started working with us in 2008, when they
drilled a borehole in Loi village, in Ligiligi parish,
Adilanga Sub County. They wanted to introduce
other projects in our village but because
community members were not cooperative, IAS
left. Alcohol abuse was high; people would begin
drinking alcohol as early as 6:00am as a daily
practice and fights characterized this village.
Food production was very low because we spent

most of our time in drinking places. Women and
men alike competed for alcohol. Young children
were unattended to and domestic violence was
very high at the time. Paying school fees for
our children was never a priority; all we did
and thought about was alcohol, consequently
all our money ended up in drinking places.
Back then, very few community members
owned cattle, goats or sheep. For us, the most
important thing was alcohol. Today, things have
changed and life in our community is different.

Olum Peter Francis (standing) narrates his experience with alcohol abuse
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Rose Akidi, a community member of Loi village
recounts;
When IAS returned to Loi village in 2012, they
sensitized us about the dangers of alcohol to
our bodies, families and finances. Everything
mentioned during these sensitization campaigns
was surprisingly true and happening in our village.
It was like IAS was giving a re-count of what we

did on a daily basis. The sensitization campaigns
helped us to stand by the resolve we had made
earlier as a village to reduce, if not rid the village
of alcohol consumption and the related harm.
IAS also gave us start-up packages (funds for
investment) which tremendously improved my
life and the lives of several community members.
We borrowed from this fund and invested in
small scale enterprises that kept us busy.

Akidi Rose narrating her experience of alcohol abuse to Akera Bosco (IAS)

Qn. How has the
change benefited
the community
members?

Akidi Rose in her response said that; ‘People
are busy in the gardens and if you pay a visit
14

to this village in the morning, you will not find
anyone at home’. She further said that different
from the past where people began drinking in
the morning, today people dwell in the gardens
digging. Rose reported that IAS’ sensitization
campaigns on alcohol abuse transformed their
lives. “The transformation has earned us respect
from our children because no one is drinking out
of control like it used to be”, Rose said.

Okello Janai said that;
when people stopped drinking alcohol; they
started investing in their lives. Village members
spend much of their time in gardens now and
I am one of the examples. I used to abuse
alcohol and never spent time gardening but after
the campaigns, I completely stopped drinking
alcohol and focused on developing my family. In

2016 I harvested over 80 bags of sorghum and
other crops like beans, sun flower and maize. In
2017 I cultivated 4 acres of sesame with the aim
of saving my wife from buying spices for food
from the market. These plans never crossed my
mind in the years when I abused alcohol. I have
bought a pair of oxen from my cultivation and
food production in my home has increased.

3. Odong Bosco’s Story (followed from 2014)
Sitting in his compound with his wife attending to her daily chores, Bosco welcomes us with his
classic smile which radiates warmth and confidence that flows right from within his inner soul.    His
children peep through the door to lay their eyes on the visitors who have come to their home. Bosco
quickly offers us a bench to sit on. He is ready for us because he had been told about our visit. He is
glad to share his story because there is a good report

15

Bosco and his family in Adilanga
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(Bosco was among the first people
IAS interacted with on alcohol
harm. His father had often been
saddened by his son’s ability to
support his family wasting away
on alcohol misuse. He has no time
to work on his garden despite the
fact that they have big land. In 2014
IAS compiled his transformation
story and followed him up in
2017 to measure the progress.)

Mr. Odong Bosco in a yellow shirt is interviewed by IAS Community
Development Officer Mr. Akera Bosco interviewing at his home in
Adilang Sub County.

Abel (IAS staff):

Bosco, IAS visited
your home in 2014 and documented your
transformation story from abusing alcohol to
responsible living taking care of your family.
We are here today to follow up the progress you
have made since 2014 if any.

Bosco: I only had an ox-plough disc without

any oxen. I depended on my brother’s bulls
to cultivate my gardens but I had a dream of
having my own. In 2015, I planted 3 acres of
cotton and 2 acres sesame, and 4 acres sorghum.
I sold my harvests for UGX. 1,700,000 and
used this money to buy a pair of oxen at UGX.
1,500,000. Last year (2016), I used my bulls to
cultivate 2 acres of sorghum and cotton. I sold
the harvests for UGX. 1,450,000 and used this
money to buy another bull at UGX 700,000 and
a heifer at UGX 550,000 for asset multiplication.
My family depends on agriculture for food and
income generation through selling our surplus
harvests. In my home, we have enough food
that can last my family through the hunger gap.
In fact, even if there were no rains from now
(April) to August the food I have in store can
sustain my family without going hungry. I earn

extra income of UGX 15,000 per day through
hiring out my oxen to my neighbor.

IAS staff: Do you have children in school?
Bosco: I am a father of 4 children. 2 (two) are

of school going age while the other 2 are still
young. I ably meet the school requirements for
my children.

IAS Staff: Some people say they still need more

help because they suffered immensely during the
war. What is your take on this claim?

Filled with pride which was visible on
his face and in his voice, Bosco had
this to say; My Advice to those who still believe

that the war undermined their capacity to work
is that they should stop blaming the war for their
current circumstances. The people progressing
right now also went through the war but they
didn’t have not blamed the war for their current
plight. Moreover, drinking alcohol will not bring
development in their homes. Planning and hard
work brings development in homes, explains
Bosco with a sense of pride and achievement.

Mr. Odong Bosco looking after his cattle in Lacek-konya
village, Kulaka parish Adilang Sub County.
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4. Counting the Cost of Alcohol Abuse
It is a shiny day and IAS staff members have
felt the heat given the many other movements
they have been involved in already. They arrive
in Umlonge village, Angolebwal parish Morulem
Sub County, Abim district where they met
with the LC I Chairman Ogalle Sidon. Sidon’s
enthusiasm to share her story and show off
the progress she has made since she stopped
using alcohol overshadows any exhaustion. She
speaks endlessly about the price she has paid for
abusing alcohol. Her appearance tells it all; the
effects of alcohol are evident on her face, yet
she looks forward to a better tomorrow given
the change that has occurred.
“Alcohol robbed us of development- I
cannot lose any more!! Sidon exclaimed! She
unfolds her story as recorded here;
“As Local Council 1 Chairman, I am charged
with the responsibility of implementing the
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resolution prohibiting the importation and sale
of local gin in my village. I take time to sensitize
communities on the dangers of alcohol abuse
giving myself as an example”, Ogalle Sidon said.
My family has lost a lot of money, time and food
due to alcohol abuse. For long I could not go
to the garden because of alcohol. Paying my
children’s school fees became a challenge since
all my little income was committed to alcohol. I
and my husband started constructing a house for
rent in the village but alcohol abuse could not
allow us to complete the construction. I don’t
want to lose more again. Now that I’ve stopped
drinking I am able to pay their fees. One of my
children is in his second year at the university
(Makerere University). Another one is in senior
4 in Morulem secondary school while others are
in Primary schools. I and my husband are able
to support these children in school because we
have all left alcohol and started investing in our
children.

Ogalle Sidon- Local Council 1 leader

5. Fighting the odds to secure a future for her
children- when war, alcoholism and poverty
intertwine, Lakot, a primary 7 dropout rises
to the challenge
A 40 year old Lakot Betty, like many rural
Ugandan ladies who fall out of school due to
problems of fees and end up in early marriage,
poured out her heart regarding the journey she
has walked as both the ‘husband’ and wife in her
home.
I am Lakot Betty of Alim Village in Pajule
Sub County Pader district. I got married
when I was about 18 having failed to
continue with education after primary 7
due to challenges of fees. I shoulder the
responsibility of paying all school dues to
keep our children in school. As a mother of
7 with the oldest now in senior 3 in Pajule,
supporting my children in school had
become unmanageable had it not been for
the revolving fund that the group I belong
to secured from IAS. I borrowed UGX
80,000 from our group which I invested
in selling silver fish.   With my investment
I generated UGX 200,000 which I used to
buy school requirements for my daughter
to go to secondary school. I struggle to
raise Parents- Teachers Association funds
to support those in primary school.
Qn: Under the circumstances, how do you
mange shouldering the education of your
children and other needs in the home?
I do not only shoulder education but the whole
responsibility of supporting the family lies
entirely on me. My husband lives with me here
but he does not help at all. He took to abusing
alcohol while in the camps for Internally
Displaced Persons (IDPs) and has not relented
since then in spite of all the advice he has
received. Before the days in camp he used to
help with garden work however that ended.

Qn: After seeing that he does not support
the family, how come you still had many
children?
I was ignorant about family planning but also my
husband would not consent to that hence I have
continued giving birth in spite of. My youngest
is four years old and so we need sensitization on
the value of planning the family.
Qn: What are your future plans given what
you are going through?
My eldest daughter and I do cultivation. We
grow sorghum though last year the season was
very bad. When I harvest, I do not rush to sell
my produce but rather I wait until the prices
are good. I will also continue with the Village
Savings and Loan Association. At the end of last
year I managed to get UGX 400,000. When such
money is shared, people use it to buy alcohol but
I save mine and buy animals which I sell and keep
children in school. I have to fight to give education
to my children especially the girls because learned girls
support their families better.
I would like to thank IAS for their financial
support to our group. Without this revolving
fund I would probably be stuck not knowing
how to raise money to buy school requirements.
Lokot at the end of her narration thanked IAS
for the support that was given to her village but
ore the benefit that her family is enjoying.

“I have to fight to give
education to my children
especially the girls because
learned girls support their
19
families better.”.

IAS Country Director Juliet Namukasa, Field Coordinator
Abel Murungu with Betty in her home
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6. Snatched from the Paws of Alcohol!
Abim is one of those districts where women
have like their counterparts the men immensely
contributed to the district’s records of alcohol
abuse. While it is common practice for men
to abuse alcohol and women deal with the
repercussions associated with the abuse, the tale
of a woman’s excessive use of alcohol brings to
light the immeasurable cost of the practice to
both the family and the society. Where does a
husband find solace when his wife is given to
alcohol abuse? Awili Mary and Ocheng Vincent
of Aywelu village, Wilela Parish, Maga-maga SubCounty in Abim district count the cost of alcohol
abuse and their journey to transformation.

Qn. How did alcohol
invade your home?

Mr. Ocheng Vincent shared his family
encounter with alcohol.
In 1987, Awilli Mary and I got married. My wife
was a very responsible woman; she used to help
me run a small kiosk where I was selling small

items to supplement the household income.
Later I discovered she was taking waragi (local
gin) from the stock we sold whenever I was not
around. The habit took shape that she began
moving to other drinking places whenever
we ran down on stock. What began as testing
became a habit and consequently an addiction.
The addiction hit the peak in 2006 when she
began sleeping in bars, exchanging food (maize,
sorghum, millet etc.) and household valuables
(beddings, utensils, clothes etc.) for alcohol
whenever she had no money to buy it. As if
that was not bad enough, my wife began moving
to neighboring districts of Kotido, Agago and
Pader where she could spend two to three
months drinking. My children and I invited the
Catholic catechists to pray and also counsel her
on dangers alcohol abuse but this did not yield
results. The worst blow to my life was in 2016
when I confirmed that I was HIV positive! I was
devastated; I could not believe I had contracted
HIV. We later accepted and came to terms with
our situation, we decided to remain together and
raise our 9 children.
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Qn. How did the
transformation come
about?

The account of Awilli Mary;
Ocheng’s wife;

My transformation came when IAS started
sensitizing people about alcohol harm in my
village. I had lost weight and was very tiny. People
nicknamed me “Awilli Amero” in Thur’ language
which means ‘Awilli the drunkard. People and
my husband’s relatives advised him to divorce
me but we couldn’t separate because of the
cultural ties. I fell sick and my health deteriorated
so much. One day IAS came to our village
sensitizing people on the dangers of alcohol
abuse. IAS conducted several sensitizations in
my village; to some I attended and avoided many
others. However, my turning point was when

Godfrey Obalim (IAS staff) picked interest in
me and followed me up to home. His visits were
regular, his counsel was good. Godfrey told me
that if I reform from alcohol abuse I would live
and be a good mother, respect by my husband
and my community. Obalim walked this recovery
journey with me and my family until I completely
stopped using alcohol. It is now three years since
I stopped taking alcohol. I wasted many years
in alcohol abuse. I wish I knew then what I
know now. I would have developed my home,
contributed to my children’s school fees, I would
not have contracted HIV.
Today I am happy, we are happy as a family and
we owe this to IAS’ intervention and not giving
up on us. We planted crops like millet, sesame,
groundnuts and cassava to boost our household
income. Out of the harvest we were able to buy
two cows for our children. Thank you IAS for
managing my condition and contributing to my
transformation.

Mr. Ocheng Vincent and his wife Awili Mary having a joyful
moment in their home.
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The Ordeal of
Alcohol Abuse!
Ochaya Patrick
shares.

I am Ochaya Patrick, 20 years old and a second
born child of Awilli Mary and Ocheng Vincent.

I dropped out of school after sitting my Primary
Leaving Examination and decided to get married
at 16 years of age. I was compelled to marry
because there was no one to take care of the
home and my siblings. Our mother had given in
to alcohol where she spent most of her time and
moving from place to place. My two sisters also
got married when they were at 17 and 16 years
of age as an alternative means to support our
other siblings.

Ocaya Patrick and his wife Auma Susan standing within this parent’s home.
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7. United for a Common Cause- Community
Transformation
A camp for the once Internally Displaced
Persons was all that occupied this center in the
early 2000s. Today life goes on normally with
many people, young and old alike working so
hard to make a living. This center, Corner Ladini
as it is popularly known, in Lamiyo Sub County

hosts a team of church leaders, local councilors,
opinion leaders who are committed to seeing
transformation in their area. United for the same
cause, they are unstoppable. IAS had a moment
with them as they shared about their efforts to
ensure transformation in their area.

Mr. Chandiga Godfrey Mogas, IAS staff (centre), Mr. Ocan Michael (left) a Community Volunteer
in Lamiyo and a bicycle repairer (right) in a light moment at Corner Ladinge trading centre.
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The Approach
of Community
Volunteers
Olal Julius, IAS Community Volunteer
and now LC1 Chairman, Oyam
Central village in Lamiyo Sub County
Agago District displayed gratitude as he
explained the immeasurable benefits of
being a community volunteer with IAS.
Working as a community volunteer for
IAS has brought with it immeasurable
benefits.   When I was appointed as
a volunteer, IAS trained me together
with other volunteers in leadership
and communication skills. These were
hands-on skills that didn’t only prepare
me to join politics but to also win the
Local Council 1 (LC1) chairman in my
village; I went through successfully!
Actually there are 3 IAS volunteers who
are now Local Council 1 chairpersons
in their villages. We work together with
church leaders and opinion leaders to
conduct sensitizations about various
subjects Alcohol is a major one because
we have had lots of cases of child
neglect and gender based violence in our
area. Most of these have been attributed
to alcohol misuse. However, through
our efforts together with the leaders
at the district level, we no longer have
alcohol in sachets in our shops. Cases
of gender-based violence have greatly
reduced. There are by-laws in place and
our duty is to ensure that we implement
them. We have a vision and mission as a
team and this works well for us. Thanks
to IAS for training future leaders!
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Left to Right; Pastor Raymond Oloya & Pastor Nelson Owinyi of PAG-Ladinge and Rev.
Livingstone Odong of Church of Uganda-kwon-kic Lamiyo Sub County, Agago district

The Church Involved in the
Fight Against Alcohol Abuse
What Pastor Nelson Owinyi (in the middle) of
Pentecostal Assemblies of God (P.A.G) says
about the church’s involvement in the fight
against alcohol abuse in his community;
It is a joint effort, we cannot leave this battle
to only one section of people. We the church
leaders, regardless of our denominations have
to be very active and united to fight alcohol
abuse. We do this by staging drama in various
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villages and after the drama we take a moment
to preach the word of God. We are bringing
the good news to where people are otherwise
some will not come to church. We use the Tool
for Accelerated Community Transformation
(TACT) so much because it addresses various
aspects of our lives. Having the TACT in our
local dialect eases comprehension and relaying
of the message. People are becoming more
responsible and families are getting strengthened.

Women Too
Can Lead
Akello Christine, a Local Council I
leader in Lagalaga village, Lamiyo
Sub County in Agago district, had
this to say about the fight against
alcohol abuse and her ascent to
leadership;
Women are not left behind in this
fight! I became a Local Council 1
leader in Lagalaga village and as a
woman leader, I am glad I am an
example to other women; women
too can lead and lead effectively.
My duties as a woman leader
include monitoring the recovery
of loan funds (revolving fund)
given to us by IAS, I go around
encouraging women to work
hard and earn a living, I sensitize
my village members on the by
law regarding domestic violence
among many things.

Akello Christine Local Council 1 leader in Lagalaga village,
Lamiyo Sub County Agago District

“I became a
Local Council 1
leader in Lagalaga
village and as a
woman leader, I
am glad I am an
example to other
women; women
too can lead and
lead effectively ”.
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Lessons Learnt
1. Benefits of Engaging
Community Leadership
Structures:
Mobilizing and strengthening local structures
like the church, cultural institutions, opinion
leaders, self- help groups and volunteers
gives a holistic strategy of addressing
community transformation challenges. The
community structures, have helped reach
out to targeted people directly but also
beyond IAS’ earmarked implementation
areas. These leaders look at the challenges
in the community from a broader
perspective because they are conversant
with the context. Empowering local leaders
to identify and address local problems
using local solutions is an effective and
sustainable approach. A leadership base
is normally established through training
community volunteers rather than engaging
paid Professional Volunteers. Although
all may not engage in politics like the case
in Lamiyo, they serve as a knowledge and
resource support in their communities.

2. Advocacy through raising a
critical mass
While NGOs are good in advocacy,
raising the critical and sustainable mass
at community level to advocate for the
desired change has both short term and
long term dividends. Once the community
has identified the problem to be addressed
and are armed with advocacy skills, they
become that unbeatable voice to reckon
with. In this regard dealing with the culture
mindset which on a larger extent is a major
impediment to raising their concerns to
the authorities is critical.   Confidence
building is essential for them not to yield
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to intimidation and or coercion. Equipped
with negotiation skills they become that
voice that is needed to cause change.
Today it is the communities that are now
pushing for ordinances/by-laws controlling
the sale and consumption of alcohol. In
sub counties where the by-laws exist, the
communities have actively supported the
enactment and enforcement.

3. Understanding the mode of
communication that appeals to
the people and yields tangible
results.
IAS has tried various approaches to engage
the community. This time through movie
evenings, drama, dance and music IAS has
registered high attendances with minimal
investment in mobilization. Communities
for example will come once there is a
cultural group dancing and will stay on to
get the message. With both entertainment
and hands on learning the facilitating role
NGOs is simplified

4. Vigilance to achieve sustainable
results:
It is not enough to celebrate immediate
results. It is critical to make regular follow
up plus understanding how to sustain the
success registered. For example during the
follow ups IAS learnt that a community
member whom we had celebrated as having
stopped abusing alcohol relapsed. May be
the story would have been different had we
gone back earlier. Basing on the nature of
intervention, sustained follow up may be
essential for a good while.essential for a
good while.

Notes

Notes
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